
PROBABILITY



What is Probability?



What is Probability?

Probability is the mathematical chance that 
something might happen.



Where do you use probability in real 
life?



Where do you use probability in real 
life?

Games - with cards and dice (Yahtzee)

The Weather - how would you dress if there was a 70% 
chance of rain?

Sports Statistics - if a baseball player has a good batting 
average, where should you put them in the batting line-up?

… SKUNK!



Where do you use probability in real 
life?

If you are not feeling well, it is unlikely that you will be going to 
school tomorrow.

Our team has won all of our hockey games this season, so it is 
likely we will defeat the next team we play.

Because I slept in, it is likely that I will be late for first period.

It is certain you will have fun in school today!!  (Right?)



Impossible      Unlikely      Equally Likely       Likely       Certain

This is called a probability line.

We can place events on a probability line 
depending on how likely they are to take place.

As a class, place the events on the next slide on 
the probability line.



Impossible      Unlikely      Equally Likely       Likely       Certain

You will get 
doubles when 

rolling two dice

You will have 
school 

tomorrow

You flip a coin 
and it lands on 

heads

You will play 
video games 
after dinner

You will travel to 
Jupiter this 

week



Describing Probability as a Fraction

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uzkc-qNVoOk


Describing Probability as a Fraction

What is the probability, 
described as a fraction, that 

Miss Guetter will pull your 
rubber duck out of the 

bucket?

# of possibilities that 
meet the condition

# of total possibilities



Describing Probability as a Fraction

What is the probability, 
described as a fraction, that 
Miss Guetter will pull a girl’s 

rubber duck out of the 
bucket?

# of possibilities that 
meet the condition

# of total possibilities



Describing Probability as a Fraction

What is the probability, 
described as a fraction, that 
Miss Guetter will pull a boy’s 

rubber duck out of the 
bucket?

# of possibilities that 
meet the condition

# of total possibilities



Describing Probability as a Fraction

What is the probability, 
described as a fraction, that 

Miss Guetter will pull Miss 
Guetter’s rubber duck out 

of the bucket?

# of possibilities that 
meet the condition

# of total possibilities



Can we represent those fractions as 
decimals?

As percentages?



Your turn!  Time for some 
independent practice.





Probability with 
Two Independent Variables













1) Find the probability of flipping a coin on heads and then flipping a 
second flip on tails.

2) Find the probability of picking an ace from a standard deck of 52 
cards and then also rolling an odd number on a 6-sided die.

3) Find the probability of picking a black ace from the deck of cards, 
replacing it, and then picking a red ace from the deck.

4) Find the probability of rolling an even number on a 10-sided die, 
and then rolling a 6 on a 6-sided die.


